
Index

Note: Reference should also be made to the Index by Country and the Tables of Legislation
and Cases

absence de cause 23--4, 332--3, 340, 365,
378: see also variation or annulment of
contract in case of frustration/change
of circumstances caused by common
mistake (Wegfall der Geschäftsgrundlage)

acceptance/allocation of risk: see also
consumer credit contract/consumer
sales by financial institutions,
guarantor, obligations towards;
mistake, annulment for, requirements,
acceptance/allocation of risk, effect

economic basis 25, 34--5, 161, 162--3, 223,
372, 374, 380, 382

as underlying rationale 14, 21--2,
329

Aquinas, St Thomas 48--9

basic contractual assumptions doctrine:
see contractual assumptions doctrine
(presupposizione/sviktende forutsetninger)

breach of contract/guarantee/warranty as
basis for damages, requirements
176--7, 180, 185--9, 191--2, 196, 203--4,
205, 222, 233, 246, 258, 285, 296: see
also consumer credit contract/
consumer sales by financial
institutions; termination of contract
for non-performance (hidden defects,
non-conformity with description or
lack of agreed quality)

alternative remedies; cumulative nature
of remedies/factors determining
choice 191--2, 196, 246--7, 373, 374--5;
specific performance 249, 252

dolus bonus/seller’s puff and warranty
distinguished 233, 241, 242--3

duty to inform/disclose and 245

expertise/knowledge/professional status,
relevance 177, 186, 191, 204, 227,
232--3, 243

incorporation of description in terms of
sale; acceptance/time to examine
goods 169--70, 187, 231; express 169,
191, 222, 228, 234; implied 169--70,
176--7, 204, 228, 233, 251, 265, 375;
verbal communications 303

incorporation of maintenance contract
into contract of sale 252, 258--9, 265,
375

motive for purchase as condition of
contract, requirements; clear and
evident agreement 248--9; implied
249

second-hand goods 33, 233, 244, 374--5
time limits 177--8, 183, 225, 228, 234,

245--6
breach of contract/guarantee/warranty

giving rise to duty to repair or
replace, requirements 185, 232, 239,
242, 245--6, 253, 258

annulment for mistake distinguished
294

duty to inform/disclose and 253, 265,
375

fault, relevance 242
incorporation of warranty in contract of

sale 253
mistake, relevance 242
second-hand goods 33, 242
time limits 242, 245--6

burden of proof
consumer credit contract 287
deed of gift, requirements 359, 361, 362
duty to inform/disclose 273

401
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402 index

burden of proof (cont.)
fraud 137, 169, 188, 220, 232
fundamental mistake 91, 98
termination of contract for

non-performance (hidden defects,
non-conformity with description or
lack of agreed quality) 168, 174, 188,
190, 195, 210, 230, 231

unconscionability 135
variation of contract in case of

fraud 194

canon law/ius communis, laesio
enormis 53--4

change of circumstances: see contractual
assumptions doctrine (presupposizione/
sviktende forutsetninger); variation or
annulment of contract in case of
frustration/change of circumstances
caused by common mistake (Wegfall
der Geschäftsgrundlage)

common mistake, effect on contract 95--6,
114, 271--2, 372: see also defect of
consent theory

contractual provisions and 95
definition 18--19
fundamental mistake 255--6, 264, 346--7
as ground for annulment or variation

89, 100, 103--5, 112, 113, 123--4, 164--5,
189, 240, 346--7: see also variation or
annulment of contract in case of
frustration/change of circumstances
caused by common mistake (Wegfall
der Geschäftsgrundlage)

as ground for voidability in equity 96,
180--1, 189

insurance contract 330--1, 332, 334, 340
invalidity of contract ab initio,

requirements; absence of contractual
provision 171; agreement (express or
tacit) that quality essential to
contract 121, 122--3, 124, 127;
impossibility of performance 95--6;
misrepresentation 22, 127; mistake
relating to substance of subject
matter of contract 72, 97, 121--3;
mistake as to authorship,
relevance 122; mistake as to
value/market price, relevance 122;
serious error 96, 121, 122--3, 180--1,
189; third parties and 84--6

mutual mistake distinguished 123 n. 144
computer sellers: see duty to inform/

disclose, computer sellers
consideration: see invalidity of contract

ab initio, imbalance of
performance/counter-performance

and; adequacy of consideration,
relevance

consumer credit contract/consumer sales
by financial institutions 33, 140, 150:
see also door-to-door sales; laesio
enormis

burden of proof 287
compliance with formalities, need for

304
remedies; cumulative nature 287;

recovery from third party 301--2
consumer protection law/consumer

contracts (lex specialis) 27, 36,
36 n. 144, 115, 185, 215--16, 239, 252,
264, 304, 375: see also breach of
contract/ guarantee/warranty as basis
for damages, requirements, expertise/
knowledge/professional status,
relevance; door-to-door sales; double
insurance; duty to inform/disclose,
professional seller; fraud,
annulment/damages for,
requirements, excusability, relevance,
expertise/knowledge/professional
status, relevance; mistake, annulment
for, requirements, ‘should have
known’/inexcusable error, relevance,
expertise/knowledge/professional
status, relevance; and Table of
Legislation

duty to inform/disclose and 259--61,
264, 265, 266--7, 290, 305, 375,
376--7

exclusion of liability (‘small print’),
possibility of 288--9, 297, 299--300, 301,
302--3; reasonableness of term 289,
304; ‘unfair’ terms (general clauses)
289, 297--8, 302, 303

‘fitness for purpose’ as implied/statutory
term 288--9, 301, 306, 376--7; time
limits 288

misrepresentation and 297
negligence (tort) and 265
remedies, cumulative nature 291--2
strict liability and 252
time limits 284--5; cancellation

(‘cooling-off period’) in case of
sales other than door to door 300,
376--7

contract, variation: see variation or
annulment of contract in case of
frustration/change of circumstances
caused by common mistake (Wegfall
der Geschäftsgrundlage); variation or
annulment of contract where
enforcement unreasonable or contrary
to business practice; variation of
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index 403

contract/reduction of price in case of
mistake [as to value]

contractual assumptions doctrine
(presupposizione/sviktende forutsetninger)
23, 110--12, 114--17, 128, 210, 253: see
also invalidity doctrine; termination of
contract for non-performance (hidden
defects, non-conformity with
description or lack of agreed quality);
variation or annulment of contract in
case of frustration/change of
circumstances caused by common
mistake (Wegfall der Geschäftsgrundlage)

applicability; good faith, relevance 111,
128, 190--1; sale of land and long-term
contracts 110--11, 373

coronation cases and 110 n. 99
fundamental mistake and 111, 128, 373
implied condition as basis 110
share transactions 276--7
Wegfall der Geschäftsgrundlage and

110 n. 99, 128
contributory negligence: see mistake,

annulment for, requirements, ‘should
have known’/inexcusable error

coronation cases 110 n. 99
credit sales: see consumer credit

contract/consumer sales by financial
institutions

culpa in contrahendo: see precontractual
liability

damages, measure in case of: see also
defect of consent theory, protection of
aggrieved party’s interests,
compensatory damages, role

breach of contract/guarantee/warranty;
damage/injury resulting from defect
235; difference between the contract
price and real value 187, 205, 228;
expectations/replacement cost 166,
177, 180, 186, 191, 251; positive
interest, Roman law 44

breach of duty to inform/disclose 273--4;
negative interest 274--5, 277, 295;
reliance damages 196; Roman law
45--6

contract of guarantee, failure to meet
obligations, negative interest 317--18,
327, 377

culpa in contrahendo 165, 285
fraud or deceit; dol principal/dol incident

distinguished 133; expectations/
replacement cost 186--7, 190; loss
resulting from failure of expected
quality 202; negative interest 132,
141--2, 194--5, 202, 206 n. 54, 217--18,

378; positive interest 194--5, 217--18,
221--2; precontractual liability 133,
138; reliance damages 206

good/bad faith, relevance 209 n. 63
invalidity doctrine; contributory

negligence, relevance 324, 327;
reliance damages 324, 327, 377

misrepresentation, breach of contract,
expectations/replacement cost
169--70

misrepresentation, tort, negative
interest 170--1, 189--90, 229

mistake/unjust enrichment 101--2,
217--18; liability for loss suffered by
non-mistaken party 256, 296; negative
interest 101--2, 103, 106, 127, 160--1,
179, 187, 236, 294, 295; positive
interest 102; precontractual liability
and 165, 202--3, 236; equitable
assessment 236

mistake/unjust enrichment where
restitution of article/annulment
impossible 102, 133, 152; damages for
misrepresentation compared 189--90;
difference between the contract price
and real value 133, 138, 159; reliance
damages 153, 160--1

termination of contract for
non-performance; delay (mora) 240;
difference between the contract price
and real value 209 n. 63;
expectations/replacement cost 240;
negative interest 205, 209 n. 63;
reciprocal return of purchase price
and goods 205, 209 n. 63, 225, 254

damages, right to: see breach of
contract/guarantee/warranty as basis
for damages, requirements; fraud,
annulment/damages for,
requirements; laesio enormis, damages,
right to; mistake, damages, right to

deed of gift, requirements 34, 356, 359,
361, 364

burden of proof 359, 361, 362
defective expression and 363, 365
diversity of legal approaches 379
due diligence 360
economic considerations, relevance
failure to meet, effect 364, 365
gratuitous contract distinguished 34,

357, 364
gratuitous gift/absence of cause 356--7,

359, 365--6; will of donor as cause 364
inaccuracy of communication and (PECL

4:104) 365
indemnification of person suffering

reliance damage 360
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404 index

deed of gift, requirements (cont.)
invalidity in case of failure to meet 364,

365
mistake as to declaration and 359--60,

361, 363, 365
mistake as to person and 34, 355--6, 358,

359, 361--2; ‘should have known’
test 365, 379

mistake in transaction and 362, 365
rectification in absence of reasonable

objection 357, 361, 362, 363--4, 365;
equity and 363--4

reliance on, relevance 362--4, 366, 379
rescission in case of serious

mistake 357, 361, 364, 365--6, 379;
prior to completion of formalities 361

third party mistake and 358--9, 362
unilateral mistake and 364, 365--6

defect of consent theory: see also common
mistake, effect on contract; mistake,
in intention and will

consent as basis of contract and
3--4

door-to-door sales and 304--5, 376--7
exceptions; common law 3, 66;

Scandinavia 2--3
fraud and 93, 218--19, 313--14
fundamental mistake as 106, 119, 124,

338
harmonisation of consumer protection

rules and 36, 247, 306--7, 376--7; EC
directive 1999/44 247, 374--5

mistake as ‘nullification’ of
consent 6 n. 24, 65--6

protection of aggrieved party’s interests;
compensatory damages, role 9, 10;
duty to inform/disclose and 12, 220,
373--4: see also duty to inform/disclose,
as protective measure; fraud and 9,
10; non-mistaken party, relevance
9--10

protection of party’s consent 8--12, 14
relevance 3
resulting in contract void ab initio 119,

124
Roman Law (vitiation of consent) 5,

40--2
second-hand goods 33, 374
solidarity as basis of contract and 4

dolus ex ipsa re 54--5
door-to-door sales

clear written description of products,
need for 290--1, 293, 304

credit agreement independent of sale of
goods, legality

defect of consent theory and 304--5,
376--7

definition 290
inexcusable mistake, relevance 292
time limits for cancellation (‘cooling-off

period’) 286--7, 289--90, 291, 293,
295--6, 297, 298--9, 302, 303--4, 305,
376--7

double insurance 34
absence of cause and 332--3, 338, 340,

378
condictio indebiti and 338
contractual provision for 331
definition 337
double recovery, exclusion 331--2, 335,

339--40
due diligence and 338
good faith and 331, 335
insurance with different insurers 334,

338--9, 378; common mistake 332, 340;
insurance concluded without
mandate from insured 336; insurer’s
duty to inform/disclose 332, 333--4,
335, 336, 339--41; invalidity ab
initio 336, 337, 378; mistake of law
and 336, 340; mistake as to
motive 335, 337, 340; statutory
provision 330, 331, 337

insurance with same insurer common
mistake 330--1, 332, 334; fundamental
mistake 333--4; insurance concluded
without mandate from insured 336;
insurer’s duty to inform/disclose 332,
333--4, 335, 336, 339--41, 378;invalidity
ab initio 336, 337, 378; mistake of
law and 336, 340; mistake as to
motive 337, 340; statutory
provision 330, 337

as lex specialis 331
return of premium or part of, right to

331--2, 334, 337, 339
time limits 338
unjust enrichment and 335, 337

due diligence requirement: see mistake,
annulment for, requirements,
‘should have known’/inexcusable
error

duty to disclose: see duty to inform/
disclose

duty to enquire: see also mistake,
annulment for, requirements,
acceptance/allocation of risk, effect,
caveat emptor

act of public authorities, relevance 211,
212--13

annulment for misrepresentation
and 208--9

annulment for mistake and 99, 106--7,
113 n. 110, 212, 240, 299
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index 405

duty to inform and 215, 219, 295, 306,
348, 377

good faith and 106--7
invalidity of contract ab initio and

117
duty to inform/disclose: see also consumer

credit contract/consumer sales by
financial institutions

breach of contract 114, 185--6, 245
breach of contract/guarantee/warranty

giving rise to duty to repair or replace
and 253, 265

breach as ‘fault’ 24--5, 250--1, 264,
269--70, 279, 375

buyer’s duty 116--17
common usage 144--5, 255--6
company shares, information relating to

33, 272, 274--5, 277; agent handling
financial transactions 273--4, 276, 278,
280, 282, 375--6; burden of proof 273;
bank/agent’s duty to disclose
risks 273, 282; expertise/
knowledge/professional status,
relevance 280; precontractual
liability 277, 282, 375--6; statutory
‘prospectus’ liability; stock market
dealings 278, 279, 281, 375--6

computer sellers 249--50, 252, 254--5,
262, 263--7

consumer protection law and 259--61,
264, 265, 266--7, 290, 305, 375,
376--7

contractual obligation 11--12, 223, 266--7,
373

defect of consent and 220, 373--4
distinction between ‘inform’ and

‘disclose’ 1--2
double insurance and 332, 333--4, 335,

336, 340--1, 378
employment/employee relationship

342--3, 344--6, 348--9, 352, 353, 354,
378--9

fiduciary relationship/relationship of
trust and 28, 143, 155, 161

fraud and 4, 93, 99--100, 100 n. 53, 133--4,
136, 142--3, 144--5, 154, 160--1, 185--6,
190, 194, 202, 205--6, 207, 217, 222,
231--2, 233, 250, 251--2, 254, 255, 257,
262, 263, 275--6, 287, 292--3, 306,
342--3, 345--6, 349, 372--8

good faith and 136, 138, 143, 144--5,
149--50, 151, 155, 160--1, 190--1, 216,
218--19, 255, 258, 262--3, 354, 378--9;
Roman law 44--6

insurance contracts 28
invalidity of contract ab initio

and 116--17, 265

laesio enormis and 55
as lex specialis 250--1, 266--7, 379
misrepresentation and 24--5, 189--90,

200, 208, 221, 263, 280
mistake and 14--15, 39--40, 112, 113,

134--5, 155--6, 161, 211, 240, 259--60,
372

morality and 144--5
precontractual liability and 11--12, 24--5,

144, 149--50, 154, 165, 217, 218--19, 220,
223, 236, 245, 254--5, 262--3, 266--7,
268--9, 346, 373--4, 375; insurance
contract 334, 339--40

professional seller 114, 144--5, 150--2, 212,
265--6

as protective measure: see also consumer
protection law and above 12;
negligence and 11, 26--7, 28, 342;
protection of weaker party and 11

Roman law 43--6
sale of land, requirements 32--3, 214--16,

218, 219; influence on contract 214--15;
mistaken party’s right to expect
214--15, 216

sale of land, requirements (Norway),
mistaken party’s right to expect
214--15, 221--2, 373--4

speculative nature of contract and
117

strict liability 373
terminology 1--2
unilateral contract and 319

EC Directives: see Table of Legislation and
International Instruments

economic considerations 12--13
acceptance/allocation of risk and 25,

34--5, 161, 162--3, 223, 372, 374, 380,
382

laesio enormis and 53--4
shareholder actions 282--3, 375--6

employer/employee relationship
annulment for fraud/dishonesty 349,

351--2, 378--9; effect on settlement
agreement 349

employee’s duty to inform/ disclose
342--3, 344, 345--6, 348--9, 352,
354, 378--9

as lex specialis 34, 343, 348, 353
mistake of law, effect 348, 378--9
mistake as to motive, effect 343, 351,

353
mistake as to person/quality (person’s

honesty), effect 34, 343--4, 346, 353,
378--9

mistake as to subject matter of
contract 351
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406 index

fair price: see laesio enormis
fraud

burden of proof 137, 169, 188, 220, 232
as defect of consent 93, 218--19, 313--14
evidence of 137
‘punitive’ connotations 9
terminology 1

fraud, annulment/damages for,
requirements 133--4, 188, 193--4,
243--4, 264: see also damages, measure
in case of, fraud or deceit

actual loss, relevance 93
alternative remedies: see also variation

of contract as alternative to
annulment/damages for fraud,
requirements; cumulative nature
of remedies/factors determining
choice 10, 26, 28--9, 246--7, 372, 373;
fundamental mistake 181

dolus bonus/seller’s puff
distinguished 226

duty to inform/disclose, relevance 93,
99--100, 100 n. 53, 133--4, 142--3, 144--5,
148--9, 154, 157--8, 160--1, 185--6, 190,
194, 202, 205--6, 207, 217, 222, 231--2,
233, 250, 251--2, 254, 255, 257, 262,
263, 275--6, 287, 292--3, 306, 342--3,
349, 372--8

exploitation of weaker party,
relevance 133, 138--9, 162, 179

fault, relevance 100 n. 53
fraud as the inducement to

contract 92--3, 99--100, 100 n. 53, 136,
142--3, 154, 172--3, 178, 179, 207, 220,
233--4, 264

intent to deceive, relevance 26, 93,
100 n. 53, 143 n. 39, 144, 154, 157--8,
169, 173--4, 178, 179, 184--5, 194, 201--2,
204, 228, 233--4, 240, 268--9, 296, 324;
falsity of statement as dolus malus 181,
236

invalidity of contract ab initio and 320,
329, 349

as lex specialis 234
negative fraud: see duty to

inform/disclose, relevance above
non-fundamental mistake, sufficiency

136--7, 193--4
parallel right in tort and 10, 99--100,

136, 138, 145, 160--1, 170, 179, 184--5,
187, 190, 202, 206, 208, 220, 233, 234;
in case of fraud between spouses 326;
cumulative nature of remedies/factors
determining choice 10, 99--100, 138,
145, 153, 184--5, 187, 202, 208, 234, 255

as protective measure 9, 10
punitive damages, purpose 9

reciprocal return of purchase price and
goods as remedy 206, 208, 234, 243--4

inexcusable error, relevance 92--3, 184--5,
198, 201--2, 221--2, 226, 243, 324--5,
344; expertise/knowledge/professional
status, relevance 226, 243

silence and: see duty to inform/disclose,
relevance above

third party and 324, 325--6, 327--9, 377
time limits, relevance 170, 183, 190, 208,

243
use of reprehensible means to deceive

and induce detrimental act of legal
significance 92--3, 133, 194, 201--2,
233

variation of contract/reduction of price
in case of mistake [as to value],
relevance 132, 185

‘would not have contracted but for’ test
207, 219, 243, 257

fraudulent concealment 10, 24--5, 174,
190, 201--2, 207, 218--19, 220, 221--2,
251--2, 264, 345--6, 373--4, 375: see also
fraud, annulment/damages for,
requirements

guarantors, obligations towards 310,
313--14, 319, 328

fraudulent misrepresentation: see fraud,
annulment/damages for,
requirements; invalidity doctrine,
fraudulent misrepresentation and;
misrepresentation as basis for
damages or annulment of contract,
requirements

fundamental mistake 90--2
common mistake, effect on contract

255--6, 264, 346--7, 353
consent, effect on, relevance 5, 120
contractual assumptions doctrine

(presupposizione/sviktende forutsetninger)
and 111, 117, 128

limitation to identified categories (Bell’s
Institutions) 120--1

mistake going to the substance of the
contract or essential element
thereof 18, 88--9, 90--1, 107, 126, 171,
178--9, 188--9, 197; aleatory contract
doctrine and 108--9, 148, 188--9;
employment contract 351; functional
defect 167, 285, 287, 291--2, 296; good
faith, relevance 105, 126, 129, 255--6;
hidden defect distinguished 167; ‘la
substance même’ 82--4; mistake as to
authorship 32, 97--9, 101, 105, 118--19,
121, 122, 124, 125, 127--8, 137, 144,
231--2; Roman law 18, 40--1, 48--9;
substantial mistake/‘error in the
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substantials’ 120; ‘would not have
contracted but for’ test 90--2, 97, 105,
112, 118--19, 120--1, 125, 131, 144, 152,
157--8, 164--5, 168--9, 178--9, 183, 211,
224--5, 285, 294--5, 302, 308--9,
316--17, 318, 343, 361; natural law
56--7

mistake of law 32--3, 196--7, 201, 219,
336, 348, 373

mistake as to motive 20, 105--6, 119--20,
187, 207, 255, 256, 264, 268--9, 275,
293--5, 335, 337, 343, 345, 347, 351

mistake as to nature of contract 120,
326

mistake as to person by or for whom
obligation is undertaken 18, 19, 72,
84--6, 120, 355--6, 358, 359, 361--2

mistake as to person/quality (person’s
honesty) 18, 342, 343--4, 346, 353

mistake as to quality 118--19, 120, 126,
155, 207, 220, 302--3, 373; quality as
term of contract, relevance 178--9

mistake as to subject matter 120, 262
mistake as to value/market price 20,

119 n. 134, 120, 271--2; common
mistake 104; quality distinguished
122, 274, 275, 276; usury and
119 n. 134; where value not part of
subject matter of contract 101, 105--6,
127; where value part of subject
matter of contract 88--9, 104--5

mistake in transaction 18, 114, 119--20,
122--3, 127, 155

subjective test 91, 105, 118, 126, 172,
188--9, 296

gift: see deed of gift, requirements
good faith

contractual assumptions doctrine
(presupposizione/sviktende forutsetninger)
and 111, 128, 190--1

damages, measure and 209 n. 63
double insurance 331, 335
duty to inform/disclose and 136, 138,

143, 144--5, 149--50, 151, 155, 160--1,
190--1, 216, 218--19, 255, 258, 262--3,
354; Roman law 44--6

fundamental mistake and 105, 126, 129
guarantor, obligations towards 313--14,

319, 329
invalidity doctrine and 23, 323--4, 350,

353--4, 378--9
mistake as to quality and 105, 126,

255--6
as precontractual liability 26--7
‘should have known’/inexcusable error

and 106--7, 125, 129, 153

termination of contract for
non-performance and 209 n. 63

variation of contract/reduction of price
in case of mistake [as to value] and
207--8

guarantees: see breach of contract/
guarantee/warranty as basis for
damages, requirements; termination
of contract for non-performance
(hidden defects, non-conformity
with description or lack of agreed
quality)

guarantor, obligations towards 309;
acceptance/allocation of risk, effect
317; advice to guarantor of risks
involved 311--12, 319, 321--2, 325,
327--8, 377; breach as basis for
annulment 318--19; retrospective effect
319; compliance with formal
requirements 314; fraudulent
concealment 310, 313--14, 319, 328;
good faith and 313--14, 319, 329;
misrepresentation/fraud by third
party, responsibility for 311--12,
313--14, 315--16, 327, 377; due diligence
and 318--19, 320; equity and 313;
mistake in intention and will,
relevance 317, 318, 327, 377;
partners/spouses, [statutory] provisions
relating to 33--4, 322--3, 325, 328, 329,
377; regular information on matters
relating to guarantee 311--12

guarantor’s failure to meet obligations,
remedy 317

hidden defects: see termination of contract
for non-performance (hidden defects,
non-conformity with description or
lack of agreed quality)

Hobbes, laesio enormis 54

inequality of parties: see consumer
protection law/consumer contracts (lex
specialis); fraud, annulment/damages
for, requirements, exploitation of
weaker party, relevance; invalidity of
contract ab initio, exploitation of
weaker party and; laesio enormis,
exploitation of weaker party as;
undue influence

insurance contracts: see also double
insurance

double insurance, termination/
annulment, statutory provision
330

duty to inform/disclose 28
long-term nature 335
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invalid juridical act, PECL (Principles of
European Contract Law) 2 n. 7

invalidity of contract ab initio: see also
PECL (Principles of European Contract
Law), chapter 4, art. 4:101 (invalidity
arising from illegality, immorality or
lack of capacity)

absence of cause 356
change of voluntary transfer to loss of

possession, whether 146
court intervention, need for 146, 256
double insurance and 336
duty to disclose and 116--17, 265
duty to enquire and 117
exploitation of weaker party and 162;

exploitation (reprehensibility), need
for 140; imbalance of
performance/counter-performance
and 140, 145--6

fraud/misrepresentation and 320, 329,
349

imbalance of performance/
counter-performance and 139,
145--6: see also adequacy of
consideration, relevance

immorality and 139
invalidity doctrine: see also damages,

measure in case of, invalidity doctrine

breach of contract compared 117--18,
129, 214

condictio indebiti distinguished 350
forged declarations 323--4, 327
fraud compared 26
fraudulent misrepresentation and 323
general clause (Contract Act) and 115--16,

128, 260, 350, 353--4
good faith and 23, 323--4, 350, 353--4,

378--9
mistake and 114 n. 117
parallel right in tort and, cumulative

nature of remedies/factors
determining choice 153

reciprocal return of purchase price and
goods as remedy 153

requirements; due
diligence/contributory negligence,
relevance 324, 327; other party’s
awareness of assumptions 115, 350;
‘would not have contracted but for’
test 115, 350--1

risk to lie where it falls 115
should have known of mistake,

relevance 2 n. 8, 115;
expertise/knowledge/professional
status, relevance 115, 153, 160--1

unreasonable contracts 23, 28

laesio enormis 371
annulment for, requirements 89--90;

business transactions, exclusion 90,
129--30; duty to inform/disclose
and 54--5; immoral contrasts
and 140--1, 161--2; manifest
disproportion 134; merchants,
exclusion 90; pretium affectionis
and 54; right to avoid annulment by
payment of difference between
purchase price and real value 165;
undervaluation by more than
50%/seven twelfths 100 n. 57, 128,
165

canon law/ius communis and 53--4
codification of concept, judicial

elaboration, need for 55
damages, right to 134; negligence,

relevance 134
definition 53--4, 89--90
diversity of practice, factors underlying

162--3
dolus ex ipsa re and 54--5
exploitation of weaker party as 54--5,

140, 145--6, 162--3; as required
element 93--4, 134

fair price (pretium verum/iustum) and
Hobbes and 54
intention, relevance 134
iustitia commutativa and 53--4
land/real property transactions 53--4;

limitation to 100; social and economic
reasons for 53--4

negligence, relevance 134
negligence (tort) and 257--8
remedies as determining factor 162:

see also annulment for, requirements
above; damages, right to above

Roman law 53--4
unconscionability and 161--3
usury and 54--5, 140

legal certainty, need for 98, 125
lésion qualifiée: see laesio enormis
lex specialis: see normative behaviour, lex

specialis
lucrum ex negotiatione 102 n. 65

misrepresentation as basis for damages
or avoidance of contract,
requirements 180, 189--90, 372: see also
breach of contract/guarantee/warranty
as basis for damages, requirements;
damages, measure in case of,
misrepresentation; fraud,
annulment/damages for,
requirements; termination of contract
for non-performance (hidden defects,
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non-conformity with description or
lack of agreed quality)

as alternative to termination for
non-performance 180

in case of unilateral mistake 96--7, 127,
130

dolus bonus/seller’s puff
distinguished 229; Roman law 42--3

duty to enquire and 208--9
duty to inform/disclose, relevance 24--5,

67, 189--90, 200, 208, 221, 263, 280,
373--4

execution of contract, relevance 200
implied misrepresentation 134--5, 251,

256--7
inaccurate statement of fact 187
parallel right in tort 170--1, 180, 189--90,

200, 229; factors determining choice
171

reliance on representation 95, 127, 170,
187

restitutio in integrum, possibility of 187
Roman law 42--3
silence, relevance 146--7
statement to party by other party or his

agent 22, 187, 280
time limits 170, 180, 229, 235, 244--5,

351
misrepresentation as basis for damages

or avoidance of contract,
requirements as precontractual
obligation 27

mistake
absence of mistake as implied term of

contract 67--8, 76--7; conditio tacita
and

alternative concepts: see also contractual
assumptions doctrine
(presupposizione/sviktende forutsetninger);
duty to inform/disclose; fraud; laesio
enormis; precontractual liability;
variation or annulment of contract in
case of frustration/change of
circumstances caused by common
mistake (Wegfall der Geschäftsgrundlage);
absence de cause 23--4, 332--3, 340,
365, 378; condictio indebiti 35;
restitution 35

classification: see common mistake;
fundamental mistake; mutual
mistake; unilateral mistake (mistake
of one’s own)

diversity of concept 5; duty to inform
and 14--15, 39--40, 380; underlying
rationales 12--13, 17, 380--6 ;
acceptance/allocation of risk 380, 382:
see also acceptance/allocation of risk;

causation 380, 382; contractual
fairness 14; fault 380; knowledge of
parties 380; moral considerations 14;
normative expectations 14; objective
standards/normative behaviour: see
also normative behaviour 14, 15, 27--8;
security of transaction and: see
security of transaction as underlying
rationale

as failure of consideration 68
gratuitous transaction: see also deed of

gift, requirements, gratuitous
gift/absence of cause; unilateral
mistake (mistake of one’s own),
effect on contract, gratuitous
obligation 66

in intention and will: see also
mistake, annulment for,
requirements, mismatch between
intention and declaration thereof;
consent and 5, 320--2, 327, 377;
definition 119, 124; guarantor,
obligations towards 317, 318, 327,
377; mistake affecting intention 381;
mistake occurring before formulation
of intent 381; negative interest as
balancing factor in case of
annulment 381; reliance theory
and 14, 22, 381--2

limited relevance of concept
(Scandinavia) 114, 130, 371--2

mutual mistake 123 n. 144
natural law 56--8
protection of party’s consent 8--12,

14
remedies: see also mistake, annulment

for, requirements; mistake, damages,
right to; unjust enrichment resulting
from mistake, right to restitution of
article and title; variation or
annulment of contract in case of
frustration/change of circumstances
caused by common mistake (Wegfall
der Geschäftsgrundlage); variation or
annulment of contract where
enforcement unreasonable or contrary
to business practice; variation of
contract/reduction of price in case of
mistake [as to value]; priority 117--18,
129; right to choose 117

restitution of payments made under a
mistake 66

right not to invoke 84
terminology 1, 18--19
will theory of contract and 3--4, 5--8,

72--3; parties’ intentions as governing
factor 73--6, 81--2
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mistake, annulment for,
procedure/effects: see also damages,
measure in case of, annulment/unjust
enrichment

annulment of both contract of sale
and [contract of] transfer of
ownership 105, 146, 152, 178, 179,
183--4, 225, 256

breach of contract/guarantee/warranty
as basis for damages and 177--8,
188--9, 202--3, 294

change of voluntary transfer to loss of
possession 145

court intervention, need for 106, 127,
144--5, 158--9, 183

declaration by annulling party without
resort to court 101, 127

as equitable doctrine 77--8; attempts to
revive 84--6; rejection in The Great Peace
79--81

exclusion of liability, possibility of 285
invalidity of contract ab initio

distinguished 111, 145--6, 153
obligation to return purchase price 106,

145, 179, 183--4, 224--5, 244, 262
offer to perform in manner consonant

with contract mistaken party
intended, effect 110, 148

reluctance to admit annulment for
mistake (England) 65--7

reversion of ownership 101--2, 106
right to restitution of article and title

141, 154
termination for non-performance

distinguished 111, 183, 202--3, 205
time limits 106, 158, 183, 188--9, 214,

299, 355
variation of contract/reduction of price

as alternative: see variation of
contract/reduction of price in case of
mistake [as to value]

mistake, annulment for, requirements
107--10, 112--14

acceptance or approval, effect 198
acceptance/allocation of risk, effect 91,

98--9, 101, 102--3, 130, 142, 171--2, 223,
240; caveat emptor 28, 96 n. 34, 97,
171--2, 201, 229; land transactions and
200--1, 209, 218, 222--3; economic basis
25, 34--5, 161, 162--3, 223, 372, 374,
380, 382; expertise/
knowledge/professional status,
relevance 114, 147--8, 168--9; seller,
attribution to 114, 127, 213; share
dealings 274, 275--6, 279, 281;
statutory provisions in respect of land,
effect 201; to lie where it falls 114

burden of proof 91, 98
contracting party’s knowledge of

significance attached by mistaken
party to object of mistake 98, 118--19,
188--9, 211, 217, 264, 363

contractual agreement 291, 293--4
‘does not merit protection’ 89, 126, 131
double insurance with same insurer

333--4, 378
duty to inform/disclose 14--15, 112, 113,

134--5, 155--6, 211, 216--17, 220, 240,
259--60, 299

existence of subject of mistake at time
of contract 213

fundamental mistake: see fundamental
mistake

mismatch between intention and
declaration thereof 18, 90, 101, 105--6,
308--9, 316--17, 363--4, 365; natural
law 57--8; Roman law (reception) 50--3

misrepresentation 67, 96--7, 271--2, 275,
374

mistake caused by other party 89, 113,
183, 224, 285, 308--9, 355

mistake caused by third party 309, 310,
327, 358--9, 360, 377

mistake of one’s own, sufficiency 98, 105,
113--14, 126, 129, 136--7, 172: : see also
unilateral mistake, effect on contract

non est factum doctrine 311
notification in good time 89
notification of mistake 355
reliance damages as impediment to

9--10, 382
reliance on mistake 89, 98, 129, 172--3,

291
‘should have known’/inexcusable error,

relevance 21, 89, 98, 107--8, 125--6; act
of public authorities, relevance 211,
212--13; in case of misrepresentation
between spouses 326; door-to-door
sales 292, 305--6; due diligence 125--6,
131, 168--9, 197--8, 356, 358--60;duty to
enquire 99, 106--7, 113 n. 110, 208--9,
212, 240; exclusion 118, 154;
expertise/knowledge/professional
status, relevance 32, 92, 99, 101,
106--7, 109--10, 125--7, 126, 129, 130,
134--5, 137, 153, 154, 173, 181, 188--9,
280--1, 310--11, 314; relevance 125--7,
129, 157--8; good faith and 106--7, 125,
129; ignorantia legis non excusat 209--10;
in concreto/in abstracto
examination 91--2, 98 n. 44, 99, 125,
132--3, 136--7, 157--8; information
available within company 344, 345,
346, 348--9, 352, 353; liability for
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damages, effect on 9--10, 106;
reasonable man test 91--2, 132--3;
recognisable (riconoscibile)
requirement 107--8, 109, 126, 147--8,
181; relevant factors 91--2, 98 n. 44: see
also expertise/knowledge/professional
status, relevance, above; second-hand
goods and 33, 225--6, 227; statutory
definition of ambiguous
expressions 99

standard of proof 92
mistake considered as a breach of

contract: see also breach of
contract/guarantee/warranty as basis
for damages, requirements;
termination of contract for
non-performance (hidden defects,
non-conformity with description or
lack of agreed quality)

adequacy of consideration,
relevance 94--5, 129; undue influence
and 94--5

contractual provision, need for 199,
251

duty to inform/disclose and 114, 185--6,
221--2

mistake as to terms of contract, need for
200

mistake, damages, right to 217--18,
220

due diligence/contributory negligence,
relevance 125--6, 131, 132, 165, 179,
190

fault, relevance 90, 132
mistake, Roman law: see Roman law,

mistake
mutual mistake 18--19, 123 n. 144: see also

common mistake

natural law 48, 49, 55--60
clausula rebus sic stantibus/conditio tacita
mistake 56--8; mismatch between

intention and declaration thereof
57--8; ‘would not have contracted but
for’ test 56--7

reliance theory 57--8
negligence (tort) as basis for damages

26--7, 257--8
consumer protection and 265
shareholder action against company 270,

273
specific performance as alternative

257--8
non-conformity/non-performance: see

breach of contract/guarantee/warranty
as basis for damages; termination of
contract for non-performance (hidden

defects, non-conformity with
description or lack of agreed quality)

normative behaviour 27--8
lex specialis: see also consumer protection

law/consumer contracts (lex
specialis) 27--8, 32, 36; duty to
inform/disclose 250--1, 266--7, 379;
employer/employee relationship 34,
343, 348, 353

usage or business practice: see also
variation or annulment of contract
where enforcement unreasonable or
contrary to business practice 27--8;
duty to inform/disclose 144--5,
255--6

Pandectism 60--4
culpa in contrahendo 62--4
mismatch between intention and

declaration thereof 60--2
PECL (Principles of European Contract

Law)
chapter 4; art. 4:101 (invalidity arising

from illegality, immorality or lack of
capacity) 2 n. 7; invalid juridical
act 2 n. 7

precontractual liability: see
cumulative nature of remedies/factors

determining choice 26--7, 28--9, 236,
246--7, 262--3

damages, measure in case of culpa in
contrahendo 285; mistake and 133,
165, 202--3, 236, 254--5; equitable
assessment 236; negative interest
254--5, 334

duty to inform/disclose and 24--5, 63--4,
144, 149--50, 154, 165, 217, 218--19, 220,
223, 236, 245, 254--5, 262--3, 264--5,
266--7, 268--9, 346, 372--4, 375;
insurance contract 334, 339--40;
negative interest 277

good faith and 26--7
misrepresentation as 27
Pandectism and 62--4

Principles of European Contract Law
(PECL): see also Table of Legislation

protection: see defect of consent theory,
protection of aggrieved party’s
interests

protection of transaction 8--12

reception of Roman law: see Roman law,
reception

reliance theory
mistake in intention and will and 22,

381--2
natural law 57--8
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remedy
diversity and right to choose 31: see also

breach of contract/guarantee/warranty
as basis for damages, requirements,
alternative remedies; consumer
protection law/consumer contracts (lex
specialis), remedies, cumulative nature;
fraud, annulment/damages for,
requirements, alternative remedies;
invalidity doctrine, parallel right in
tort and, cumulative nature of
remedies/factors determining choice;
precontractual liability; termination
of contract for non-performance
(hidden defects, non-conformity with
description or lack of agreed quality),
alternative remedies

as result of/evidence of law (ubi ius/ubi
remedium) 30--1

rescission of contract, impossibility of
restitution and 157, 162, 364

risk: see consumer credit
contract/consumer sales by financial
institutions, guarantor, obligations
towards; mistake, annulment for,
requirements, acceptance/allocation of
risk, effect

Roman law
condictio indebiti 42
damages, measure in case of; breach of

warranty, positive interest 44; duty to
inform/disclose 45--6

defect of consent theory 5, 40--1, 42;
impairment of intent and 47--8

duty to inform/disclose 43--6; good faith
and 44--5; absolute liability 45--6;
warranty remedies and 43--4

good faith, duty to inform/disclose
44--5

laesio enormis 53--4
misrepresentation as basis for damages

or avoidance of contract,
requirements 42--3; dolus bonus/seller’s
puff distinguished 42--3; dolus malus,
need for 42

mistake 40--2, 47--50
attribution theory 48--9
defect of consent theory 47--8
defective performance and 49--50
duty to inform compared 40
impossibility of performance and 41
mismatch between intention and

declaration thereof 50--3; evidence
of 51--3; as vitiation (defect) of
consent 5, 40--2

mistake going to the substance of the
contract (substantia contractus) 18,

40--1; error qualitatis in personam
redundans 48--9

reception 46--5; Aquinas,
St Thomas 48--9; defective
performance/mistake, overlap 49--50;
doctrine of will 46--5; iustitia
cumulativa 46--5; mistake 47--50;
declaration of intent and mistake in
declaration 50--3

warranty remedies 41, 42, 43--4, 46--5

security of transaction as underlying
rationale 9 n. 46, 14, 20, 66--7, 84, 106,
130, 282--3, 318--19, 329, 335, 338, 382,
390--1, 398

shareholder actions
acceptance/allocation of risk, effect 274,

275--6, 279, 281
company shares, duty to disclose

information relating to 33; agent
handling financial transactions 273--4,
276, 278, 280; bank/agent’s duty to
disclose risks 273, 276, 278--9, 282,
375--6; expertise/knowledge/
professional status, relevance 280;
precontractual liability 277, 282,
375--6; statutory ‘prospectus’ liability
272, 274--5, 277; stock market dealings
278, 279, 281, 375--6

contractual assumptions doctrine
(presupposizione) and 276--7

duty to inform/disclose and 272
mistake as to quality/value of shares

268--9, 274, 275, 276, 281,
375--6

negligence (tort) as basis for damages
270, 273

policy considerations relating to 282--3,
375--6

standing, requirements 270, 273, 281--2

termination of contract for
non-performance (hidden defects,
non-conformity with description or
lack of agreed quality) 111, 165--7,
174, 180, 186, 190--1, 232, 258, 373

act of public authorities, relevance 195,
208--10

alternative remedies: see also breach of
contract/guarantee/warranty as basis
for damages, requirements; breach of
contract/guarantee/warranty giving
rise to duty to repair or replace,
requirements; misrepresentation as
basis for damages or annulment of
contract; variation of contract/
reduction of price as alternative to
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termination for non-performance,
requirements; consumer contract and
239--40; cumulative nature of
remedies/factors determining choice
28--9, 239, 240, 246--7

annulment for mistake distinguished
111, 177--8, 183, 188--9, 202--3, 205,
231--2, 234--5

annulment/damages for fraud
distinguished 204, 205--6

burden of proof 168, 174, 188, 190, 195,
210, 230, 231

hidden defects 182, 195--6, 227--8, 237,
241--2; acceptance or approval,
effect 167, 190--1, 227; de minimis non
curat praetor 168; existence at time of
sale, need for 174--5, 195, 230; fraud
or negligence, relevance 182, 235--6;
functional defect/normal use test 167,
168, 174--5, 188, 190, 195, 209, 222,
227, 241--2, 244, 246, 288, 374;
fundamental mistake
distinguished 167, 288; ‘hidden’
requirement 168, 174--5, 230, 244, 288;
implied warranty, sufficiency 237;
irremediability, need for 195, 245--6;
non-conformity with description
distinguished 230--1, 237; second-hand
goods 33, 227, 235--6, 242, 246;
professional status, relevance 230;
standard of diligence 167, 227, 241--2;
termination for mistake
distinguished 111, 183, 246; time
limits 188, 190, 227, 235--6, 237, 244,
288

non-conformity with description 165--7,
174, 175--6, 182--3, 185, 210, 374;
acceptance or approval, effect 166--7,
226--7; damages, measure 166; defect
of quality/defect of law, relevance 203;
functional defect/normal use test
203--4, 225, 231, 237--9, 240, 285,
293--4, 296, 298, 300, 301, 306, 376--7;
good faith, relevance 166, 209 n. 63;
implied warranty, sufficiency 203--4,
213--14, 237; irremediability, need for
225; requirements 166, 179--80;
retrospective effect 174, 191, 195;
‘should have known’/inexcusable
mistake, relevance 296; time
limits 166, 174, 183, 186, 225, 235, 239,
296, 300

statutory provisions as lex specialis
30 n. 134, 177--8, 188--9, 205, 220, 234,
235, 372

transfer of ownership,
relevance 209 n. 63

terminology
duty to inform/disclose 1--2
fraud 1
mistake 1, 18--19
Scandinavia 2 n. 5

time limits
action on basis of mistake by other

party 308--9
annulment for fraud 170, 183, 190, 208,

243
annulment for misrepresentation 170,

180, 229, 235, 244--5
annulment for mistake 106, 158, 183,

188--9, 299
breach of contract/guarantee/warranty

as basis for damages and 177--8, 182,
183, 188, 228--9, 234, 245--6

breach of contract/guarantee/warranty
giving rise to duty to repair or
replace 242, 245--6

cancellation of credit sales (‘cooling-off ’
period) other than door-to-door
300

cancellation of door-to-door sales
(‘cooling-off ’ period) 286--7, 289--90,
291, 293, 295--6, 297, 298--9, 303--4,
305, 376--7

consumer protection law 284--5
double insurance 338
termination of contract for

non-performance 166, 174, 300
variation of contract as alternative to

annulment for fraud 194
variation of contract/reduction of price

as alternative to termination for
non-performance 195--6, 235

tort: see fraud, annulment/damages for,
requirements, parallel right in tort;
misrepresentation as basis for
damages or avoidance of contract,
requirements, parallel right
in tort

treasure trove 141, 147, 150

unconscionability 107, 135--6, 146--7
adequacy of consideration,

relevance 147
burden of proof 135
laesio enormis and 161--3
undervaluation as evidence of 94--5
voidability/annulment of

contract 135--6, 147
undue influence: see also laesio enormis,

exploitation of weaker party as
as ground for annulment of

contract 155
undervaluation as evidence of 94--5
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unilateral mistake, effect on
contract 130, 159--60, 303, 371--2, 382

definition 18--19
gratuitous obligation 123--4, 364, 365--6
as ground for annulment 123--4, 127,

156--7, 189, 219--20, 229, 351, 353,
365--6, 373; misrepresentation, need
for 96--7, 127, 130, 136--7, 155, 189

onerous contract in writing 123--4
uninduced unilateral error 22

unjust enrichment resulting from
mistake

double insurance and 335, 337
measure of damages: see damages,

measure in case of, mistake/unjust
enrichment

right to restitution of article and title
101--2, 139; lucrum ex negotiatione and
102 n. 65

usury
laesio enormis and 54--5, 140
mistake as to market price

and 119 n. 134

variation or annulment of contract in
case of frustration/change of
circumstances caused by common
mistake (Wegfall der
Geschäftsgrundlage) 23, 100, 103--5,
128, 164--5, 253, 255--6, 346--7, 349--50,
353: see also absence de cause;
contractual assumptions doctrine
(presupposizione/sviktende forutsetninger)

acceptance/allocation of risk 104--5, 130
adjustment of sale price 103
substantial inequality of bargain, need

for 104
variation or annulment of contract

where enforcement unreasonable or
contrary to business practice 115--16,
128, 130, 153

relevant circumstances 116;
expertise/knowledge/professional
status, relevance 116; speculative
nature of contract 116

‘should have known’ and 116
variation of contract as alternative to

annulment/damages for fraud,
requirements 194

burden of proof 194
procedure 194
time limits 194

variation of contract in case of fraud: see
fraud, variation of contract/reduction
of price in case of mistake [as to
value], relevance

variation of contract/reduction of price
as alternative to termination for
non-performance 175, 176, 180, 182,
187, 188, 191, 195--6, 203--4, 210, 222,
225, 227, 231, 253, 296, 374

acceptance or approval, relevance 227
time limits 195--6, 235

variation of contract/reduction of price
in case of mistake [as to value] 131,
175, 176, 184, 207--8, 211, 216--17, 220,
224--5, 373--4

fraud and 132, 185, 220
good faith and 207--8

vicarious liability 257
void contract: see invalidity of contract

ab initio
voidability/annulment/rescission of

contract
[bona fide] purchase by third party

without notice of defect in title
and 136, 138--9, 145, 147, 152, 154,
157, 158, 159, 160--1, 162, 371

impossibility of restitution and 133--4,
157, 162

invalidity of contract ab initio
distinguished 111, 157, 180--1

unconscionability and 135--6

warranties: see breach of contract/
guarantee/warranty as basis
for damages, requirements;
termination of contract for
non-performance (hidden defects,
non-conformity with description or
lack of agreed quality)

Wegfall der Geschäftsgrundlage: see
contractual assumptions doctrine
(presupposizione/sviktende forutsetninger);
variation or annulment of contract
in case of frustration/change of
circumstances caused by common
mistake (Wegfall der Geschäftsgrundlage)
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